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Regents to delay caps,
await legislative action
The· Board of Regents (BOR)
added "final approval" of the
may soon no longer be
again delayed implementing
individual plans will rest with the
automatically admitted to state
enrollment caps for Florida's
BOR.
university upper divisions. Harris
financially strapped state
York said possible cutbacks
moved that students with
universities, choosing instead to
could be made "'on an elitist .
associate of arts degrees be
await legislative action on the
basis," with academic standards
considered in the same manner as
regents' proposed $320 million
strengthened for admission.
students already enrolled in the
educati9nal budget.
.
MILLICAN THOUGH he
universities, and the board
But a policy approved by the
doesn't yet have a contingency
approved the plan unanimously.
board · Tuesday to cut State
plan for FTU, said "we will st.art
The regents have already
University Syst.em admissions 10
on it immediat.ely-we can't wait
indicated their first budget
per cent from the current level,
until June, when the legislature
priority will be cost of living
leaving 15,000 students fewer
finishes its' appropriation bill, to
raises for university faculty
than the 112t000 now enrolled,
come up with a plan."
members.
would "bitterly hurt" FTU,
Community college graduates
ace
ording
to
regent
Marshall
7
Pho to by Mike Padgett
Harris.
BE1TY ANNE STATON, if confirmed by the state senate and
THE CUTS would be based on ·
board of education, will be the first regent to represent FTU's funded, full-time equivalency
interests on the Board of Regents since Dr. Louis Murray's students, not the actual number
term expired in 1973. She was appointed by Gov. Reubin sitting in classrooms.
Consequently, smaller, rapidly
Askew Monday.
By MARK HESS
growing universities like FTU
Staff Writer
would t.ake the brunt of the
cutback program.
Dr. C. B. Gambrell, vice
Though applications here "are
president for academic affairs,
being processed normally," FTU
said if no more money is made
President Charles Millican said a
available to FTU to compensate
deferment of 2,000 to 3,000
By MYRON CARDEN
for the increase in student
applicants may be necessary
Managing Editor
"until we find out what the
enrollment, the school could face
a drastic change in · terms of
Orlandoan aetty Anne Staton was appointed to the Florida Board of legislature is going to do ."
students and courses this spring.
Regents Monday by Gov. Reubin Askew, giving Orlando and FTU its
FfU's financial woes will be
Chancellor E. T. York
only area representative on the board.
eased slightly by the regents
recentlly indicated FTU would
The long-time member of civic and educational organizations was release of $666,000 from an
receive $666,000 in enrollment
appointed to a full nine-year t.erm to replace D. Burke Kibler of Lakeland, enrollment reserve fund, but over
reserve money from the Board of
whose t.erm expires in January .
1,000 students here will remain
DEAN MICARELLI
Regents to compensate for the
BEFORE SHF. blkP.s office. Mrs. Staton must be confirmed by both unfunded despite the extra
school's 20 per cent increase and
th~ state senate and the cabinet sitting as the state board of education. money.
corresponding money problems.
However, she "doesn't anticipate" any problems with the confirmation.
CHANCELLOR E. T. YORK
Howeve·r , the emergency
Mrs. Staton said she "was delighted and very humbled" by her said he will leave it up to the
allocation may be re.duced by an
appointment. "I'm looking forward to my first meeting in Tampa in individual universities to devise
expected state revenue shortfall.
January,"sheadded.
cutback plans pending the
President Charles N. Millican said
The native Orlandoan plans to "particularly serve the needs of Florida legislature's consideration of the
the shortfall will be
Technological University as well as the entire university system ." Mrs. budget in June.
approximately 2 per cent, which
York admitted this might
Staton, 50, plans to meet "with students, faculty, and st;aff at FTU as
. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. cause "some inequiti~s". but
soonaspossible."
Continued on page 4
THE MAIN concern facing her
will be "adequate funding of the
ClBss start delayed
State University System." But
she said she has to "know a lot
more about the issue," before she
The State University System's
has any specific plans of solving "n.eport to the People,"
the problem.
FTU will close down operations from Dec. 19 to Jan. 4 in an attempt
including presentations by
DEAN R9BERT KERSTEN
The only woman on the board, Chancellor E. T. York and the
to save money.
Mrs. Staton "sees no problem" nine state university presidents,
John Phillip Goree, vice president for business affairs, said the savings
will be "not less than $15,000" for the school during the two week ,...._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,...
being the only woman on the will come to Orlando with a
board. She added she has worked "town hall" meeting Dec. 10.
shutdown.
with men before on various other
FTU President Charles Millican
THE CLOSEDOWN will mean winter quarter registration will be
boards and has had no problems has urged interested citizens,
setback to Jan. 5 and the first day of classes postponed to Jan. 6,
In fact, she would like to see especially students, t.o attend the
according to W. Dan Chapman, university registrar.
"more women appointed to the program.
He added the start of classes may have to be postponed past Jan. 6 if
board."
The program "to account to
there are any problems with the registration computer link to the
Mrs. Staton will be the first the public for the stewardship of
University of South Florida.
Student-re~ent bill, page 3
Orlando regent since 1973 when the state universities," and to get
the term of Dr. Louis Murray "t.axpayer feedback on major
Chapman said normally the university gets a weekend just to process
expired and the first woman since issues and concerns facing higher
class registrations. This quarter the administration will have only t~e Cnpyright change infessible, '{Xlge
Mrs. Carolyn Pearce of Coral education in Florida." said
work week for the procedure. If the school opening is postponed, he said 6
Gables, who completed her term Millir.an.
all available news media will be used to inform the student body of the
last year.
The major focus of the
postponement.
HER EDUCATIONAL
discussion at the Orlando meeting
ACCUH.UlNU TO Goree employees can take their days off either
endeavors include membership
will be consideration of the
through accumulated leave,' advanced leave, or leave without pay. "W~
Beach /bys give off good vibes,
on the Orange County lay
endangered "open door policy"
have just received a BOR ruling that permits leave days to be advanced,
curriculum committee, 1960-72;
~elO
at the state universities and
Goree said.
Orange County Bi-racial Advisory
whether the state can effectively
Goree said the leave is not compulsory, although it is strongly urged.
Centaurs Cosme (bunsel, page
afford to support such a policy in
Committee, 1969-71· Governor's
"Those employees who will not assist in this cost-saving effort_ will 11
the light of mushrooming
Citizens Committee on
report at regular time to the Administration Building where they will be
enrollment and tightening
Education, 1971-73; director of
assigned tasks to perform," Goree added.
money.
the Additions program for the
1hea1re tryouts, {Xlge 12
The program is to be held 7: 30
Orange County School Board and
The system-wide shutdown, strongly advocated by State University
p.m. Dec. 10 at Howard
chairman of League of Women
System Chancellor E. T. York, should save the system $200,000 to
Johnson's Downtown 1-4 and
Calendar of events - Pg. 16
Voterst citizens conference on
$25q,ooo.
_Highway 50.
education.

Enroll1nent cuts loo1ning
as ~oney bind worsens

Localite on BOR

New regent named

'R.e port to People'
meeting planned

FTU to· close for

holiday~

Looking into
the FuTUre
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Patriotic exhibits displayed

•

FTU receives Bicentennial flag
By BERNADE'ITE CROTTY
Staff Writer

that have met ARBA standards.
Presently in the library is a
Bicentennial exhibit, a handmade
quilt depicting 20~ years ?f
American life. Also mcluded m
the projects are the you~h
debates, a 52-program ra~10
series, an historical musical
program by a choral group and a
"festival day.,,
The youth debates,
coordinated through Jeff Butler,
instructor of communication,
involves student debates in 90
area high schools on such topics
as "Extremism in the Defense ?f
Liberty is No Vice.,, FTU.
host the sectional competition

In recognition of FTU's
designation as a Bicentennial
campus, Rolfe G. Arnhym,
chairman of the Orange County
Bicentennial Committee recently
presented an offici~ Bicente;'lnial
flag to university Presid~nt
Charles N. Millican at a mornmg
ceremony in front of the
Administration building.
The flag, a red and bl.ue
five-point star on a white
background, is to fly over the
university as a symbol of the
climaxing
onn the
of July,
Bice n ten
i a 1Fourth
c ele bra
ti on 1iear;liylth·i·s
1976.
" .
"I THINK it appropriate, said
Millican, "that we have
represented here administrators,
faculty, students and members ?f
the community, for the flag will
help us to remember, all that o~r
nation has done, all that 1s
happening today and serve ~
remind us of all we still must do m
the future."
FTU now joins hundreds of
schools across the nation to be
recognized as a Bicentennial
ca mp us by the Americ~n
Revolutionary Bicentenmal
Administration (ARBA).
In conjunction with ARBA 's
motto, "A past to remember; a
future to mold," FI'U had to
prove it was produ~tive in
Bicentennial e mphas1s areas
(heritage, festival and. horizon) to
become a bicentenmal campus.
DR. JERRELL SHOFNER,
chairman of the FTU
Bicentennial commission
highlighted the FTU programs

~di

THE RADIO series, aired at
various times on 13 area radio
stations revitalizes issues
pertaining to the American
Revolution.
As a lasting reminder of the
Bicentennial celebration, Dr. Paul
Wher is writing a hist~ry <;>f
Central Florida to be pubhshed m
about two years.
The 19 member Naval Training
Center Band played at the
ceremony, which concluded
shortly after the flag flew over
FTU for the first time.

isp~ri·n·g···-···········~1

Photo by Mike Crumpton

MILLICAN is presented the
FrU PRESIDENT CHA8t~ym chairman of the Orange
bicentennial ~ag by R~!f Committe~ . ·
County B1centen
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New student regent hill
introduced by Sen. Wilson
By RANDY NOLES
Contributing News Editor

Another bill to add a student member to the Board
of Regents has been introduced in the Florida Hou8':
of Representatives. The bill, sponsored by Sen. L~m
Wilson, Independent-Merritt Island, is ~he third
student regent proposal this year to be considered by
the state legislature, with the previous bills still
pending and due to come to a vote "in mid-1976,"
according to a house spokesman.
Sen. Wilson's bill provides for the appointment of
an upper-division state university student to the BOR
for a term of three years. The student would be
"appointed by the BOR upon recommendation by a
special committee formed by the chairman.," whose
purpose will be to screen applicants suggested by the
university presidents.
THE BREVARD INDEPENDENT called her bill "a
trial proposal," saying at the end of the first three year
term the student regent position could be
disco~tinued by the State Board of Education "if a
majority of the board feels continuance of the
program is inadvisable."
..
Sen. Wilson, who expects some sharp opposition to
her bill refused to speculate on the proposal's chances
.... of passing, but added, "I get the same kind of protests
whenever I recommend a layman he appointed to any
of the state's regulatory agencies."
She said a student could give the board "v_ uable

i nsign t into what's happening'. on university
campuses. "It's been a long time since some of .the
regents have been to college," she said.
ANOTHER STUDENT regent proposal still
pending in the Florida house was introduced last year
by Rep. Bill Nelson, a Melbourne Democrat.
It would add a student member to the BOR for a
one year term, with the student member appointment
by the governor, approved by three cabinet members,
and confirmed by the full senate. Unlike Sen. Wilson's
bill, the Nelson proposal has a provision for rotation
among the nine state universities.
The Nelson bill has come under attack by some
legislators who claim the student's short term would
"destroy the continuity'' of the BOR. Others,
including Sen. Wilson, argue that the nine members
already serving on the board "provide all the
continuity necessary."
A SIMILAR proposal was introduced in early
November in the form of an amendment tacked onto a
bill to shorten regents' terms.
The rider, added by Rep. Clark Maxwell,
R-Melboume, a former Brevard County school board
chairman, would allow the governor to appoint a
student to the Bor for "flexible term" of three to five
years.
However, the sponsor of the main bill, Rep. Grover
Robinson, D-Pensacola, "would vote to strike the
amendment" because he feels it would hurt his bill's
chances of passage.

·New copyright legislatio~
could inhibit education
By SARA HOWZE

LYNN W. WALKER, director
of libraries, noted that
photocopying was a "tremendous
aid to scholarship," and said the
moore restrictive legislation
could "seriously hinder
scholarship." He explained,
though, that the legislation was

an attempt to develop an

Asks money priorities

Andersen hits spending
Student body president Gary Andersen criticized the Student Senate
for hurried legislation and said he would not sign any future allocations of
money until at least 30 senators attended a finance seminar and the
Organizations, Appropriations and Fincance Committee drew up a list of
priorities for money to be spent.
Bills which were signed by Andersen prior to last week's senate

CAMPUS

See editorial pag~ 6

Special Writer

Legislation which wouk
update the nation's 64-year-ok
copyright law would seriously
inhibit education and research.
according to some FTU faculty
and administration members.
The legislation, unde1
consideration by House and
Senate committees would permit
reproduction and distribution o1
copyrighted material "fo1
purposes such as criticism,
comment, news reporting,
teaching, scholarship or
research."
COPYING FOR those
purposes would be considered
"fair use", according to a 19 7 3
U.S. Supreme Court ruling.
Whether material is used fairly
would also depend on the nature
of the copyrighted work, the
amount copied and the financial
effect of copying on the materials
potential market.
However, libraries would
exceed "fair use" and be guilty of
copyright infringement if they
reproduced and/or distributed
more than one copy.
Individuals would be guiltv 0f
copyright infringement if more
than one copy were made, or if
the copy was used for purposes
other than "private study,
scholarship, or research."
Multiple copies for "separate use
by the individual members of a
group" would be prohibited.
DR. THOMAS MORGAN,
associate professor of
communication, said imposing
liability on professors and
libraries "places a tremendous
burden on the instructor and
ultimately affects · the students."
He explained multiple copies of
copyrighted materials are
nece sary for classroom
instruction as well as outside
r ading as.signments.
Multiple copies are used
frequently said Dr. Charles
Dziuban associate professor of
ducation. Restrictions would be
a rlPfmjte hindrance. '
DZIUBAN EXPL INED that
photocopying enables them to
uppl ment and update teaching
ma rial
since te tbooks are
oft n unavailable or insufficient.
DR. L WRENCE TANZI
as i tant dean of the College of
Social Sciences called the
legi lation
un nforceable
unworkable and inequitable.

~

(Public Information Photo)

THE BROAD SMILE MAY HIDE NERVOUS TENSION, as
Mary Sheetz faces her quizmasters in an oral examination for
the first master's degree in accountancy given at FTU. Ms.
Sheetz was also the first FTU student to receive the Ring
Foundation Scholarship for accounting students, and served
as a graduate assistant while maintaining a near perfect (one
"B") grade-point average. She will become an instructor in the
department winter quarter. Flanking her are Dr. Denzil Y.
Causey, and department chairman Dr. Clarence Avery.

Dec. 5, 197 5-Page 3

acceptable definition of '(fair
use."
The ''Library Journal"
reported that both educators and
librarians are requesting
Continued on page 12

DR. CHARLES DZIUBAN, associate profes.sor of education,
e~lained that restrictions from the copyright law would be a
"definite hindrance."
-

meeting allocated mo!ley to the FTU Wrestlerettes, gave expense money
to the cheerleaders for away games, anc:ffunded the Pegasas Pilots' trip to
the Southeastern Regional Competition.
ANDERSEN EXPLAINED to the senate they were not using the
proper parliamentary procedures to keep bills in committee long enough
for all the senators to properly review the bills. In order to slow down the
senate legislation, Andersen proposed the senators change the rules of
procedure so measures cannot originate in a committee.
· Andersen also suggested the senators put all bills in their correct form.
And that they correct parliamentary procedure to slow down all
measures to allow the senators a chance to view them more completely.
Andersen asked Dr. C. W. Brown, associate vice-president for stUdent
affairs, to speak to the senators about proper budgeting and spending.
BROWN TOLD the senate he was concerned they were not fully aware
that the · Activities and Service Fee money used to finance student
activities is projected, based on expected student enrollment. He asked
the senators to be more conservative and aware of the overall budget of
the senate.
The original bill .allocating $826 to the cheerleaders for away games,
which was vetoed by Andersen, was revised and passed by the senate. The
revision of the bill cut out all money for food and added an extra room.
The total cost was cut to $638.,
The FTU Wrestlerettes were allocated $27 8 to purchase uniforms. The
bill, broken down into money for shirts, lettering and pants, would
provide the Wrestlerettes with uniforms.
THE PEGASAS PILOTS, a group of FTU students who participate in
flying tournaments, were allocated $329 to send them to a regional
tournament. The money will be used for car fare, entry fees and plane
rentals.
1
The Executive Committee of Student Government is expected to draw
up a proposal to be presented to the administration for the allocation of
reserved parking places for resident students.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .111111!. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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Dec. 4, 5, 10, 11, 12
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Dec. 8, 9 ·
9-8

:

IMPORT USED AUTO PARTS

:

568-2186 INC. 568-2186
offers ·

COMPLETE RADIATOR SERVICE
NEW - USED - REBUILT
"WE SAY WE'RE CENTRAL FLORIDA'S
ONLY EXCLUSIVE USED
FOREIGN CAR PARTS DEALER"
SEVEN MILES EAST OF FTU ON HWY 50.

111111~--~•20% of on ~ID.OD
50% off current
new hook price
for all hooks on list

or more

to

nu students,
faculty,
and staff
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------Enrollment cuts looming
Continuedfrompage 1

means FTU will have to return
about $320,000 to the state.
Without the money, Gambrell
said there is a possibility of some
arbitrary reduction in
enrollment. He added there are
sections of classes now offered
which are not full, and if no
additional money is received,
fewer sections of classes will be
offered this spring. That would
mean students would have to take
courses at times they may not
prefer, he said.
Gambrell 's concern was
echoed by the deans of the six
colleges. They pointed out classes
are larger than ever before and
money is being spent at a much
faster rate than in previous years.
Each dean said a problem ·would
arise in their college if some
additional money is not received
by spring quarter, although at the
present time -there is no lack of
funds or materials.
Dr. Newel Comish, acting dean
of the College of .Business
Administration, said classes are
very large. He cited examples of
having to close courses with over
300 students.
Comish said there is no lack of
materials at the present time, but
the ·college is having to spend
funds at a rate too high to last
until spring quarter. "We are
keeping expenditures
as low as I
. .

possible, " Comish said ... tsut we
are still using money faster than it
is available."
Co'mish said the biggest
cutback of funds was in travel
money. ''We've had to reduce
faculty development,'' Comish
said. ''We can no longer send
faculty members to academic
conferences because the travel
money is being used to buy paper
and other expenditures that are
really needed."
Education Dean C. C. Miller
said every member of the faculty
in the education college is
teaching heavy class. loads.
MILLER said the increase in
enrollment has also caused the
college to spend money at a faster
rate than normal. "We are going
to have to budget ourselves,,,
Miller said, "but it won't be
easy."
Miller said the major crisis
faced by the education college is
the visitation of student teachers
is being reduced because of the
decrease in travel money
available.
Dr. Robert Kersten, dean of
the College of Engineering, said
classes are generally bigger over
the entire campus. Kersten noted
enrollment has been increasing
each year.
Kersten said there is no specific
lack of mater~als, but added th e

H oliday library hou rs set
During the period Dec. 11 through Jan. 4, the university library will
observe a shortened schedule of hours as follows:
Thursday, Dec. 11
Friday, Dec. 12
Sat. and Sun., Dec. 13-14
Dec. 15-19
Dec. 20-Jan. 4
Jan. 5, 1976

engineenng college has been
keeping a close watch over the
amount of money spent. "The
money is not a problem now,"
Kersten said, "but it could run
out soon."
"We've had some complaints
about overcrowded classes to say
the least,'' said Dr. Charles
Micarelli, dean of the College of
Humanities and Fine Arts. As an
example, Micarelli said there is
one French class with 25 available
seats, but the class currently has
45 students.
Micarelli said if some relief
from the BOR in the form of
contingency money is not
received, the college would have a
difficult time meeting needs for
spring quarter.

ontam additional funding by
spring quarter," Ostle said, "there
is a possibility the money could
run out."
Dr. Bernard Kissel, dean of the
College of Social Sciences, said
classes are full, much more than
usual. Kissel also noted the
problem of additional funds
needed to hire adjunct teachers.
"We're spending a lot of money
th is fall," Kisse 1 said, "because
there are more students, more
classes and we need more
faculty."
Kissel said money is already
available for winter quarter, but
in order to continue to hire
adjunct teachers. additional
teachers, there will be less courses
offered this sprin!!."

Micarelli cited a problem
evident in several colleges, that of
Other Personnel Services (OPS)
funds being spent at a rapid rate.
These funds are used to hire
adjunct (part-time) teachers so
several different times for one
course can be offered. Micarelli
said the OPS funds of the
Humanities and Fine Arts college
are very low.
College of Natural Sciences
Dean Bernard Ostle said there is
no question of overcrowding in
the cla~room. He added the
classes are not over the legal limit,
but are larger than preferred.
Ostle said there is a general
shortage of expense dollars and
the problem will continue as the
school year goes on. "If we don't

11·icl1ol1r ·alle-.1
nichofs, +he.
l=\LLE.~ C~T

HAS

SEEN Asouc.re1> sy
A CAT GuR~~R. !

HE~! WAAf S. 6C>l"1'
ON Hf.Rf?

CAfNAPPIN4, EH~
CANT ~c.e 1H~
H~M. I "' l~f\I, ..
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OFF rl-4 ~70W.· Amelia St.

SILENCE IS DEADLY.

7: 45 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m.-5 :00 p.m.
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8:00 a.m.-5: 00 p.m.
Closed
Resume regular hours
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When someone drinks too
Don't hes itate because your
I DRU K DRIVER. DEPT. Y
.\ 2 I
m uch and then drives, it's the
BOX2345
friend may have been drinking on ly
: ROCKVILLE, MJ\RYLJ\ND 20852
silence that kills. Your silence.
beer. Beer and wine can be just as
It kills your friends, your
intoxicating as mixed drinks.
I I don 't want''' n·main· silrnt.
I Tell mt· whal l'isc I can do .
relatives, and people you don't even
And don't think that black
I
.
I
know. But they're all people you
coffee wi ll make him sober. Black
I ~l,· nanw1..
•
__
-- - -- 1
could save.
coffee never made anyone sober.
I 1\ dd res >
_ --- I
If you knew what to say.
Maybe it would keep him awake
t_c~ -== --=-s~'.'.:..-==- .:'.P__
maybe you'd be less quiet. Maybe
long eno ugh to have an accident.
fewer people would die.
But that's about all.
FRIENDS DON'TLO FRIENDS
.
What you should say is, "I'll
T he best way to prevent a
DRIVE
DRUNK.
drive you home. 'Or, "Let me ca ll a
drunk from becoming a dead drunk
cab." Or, "Sleep on my couch
is to stop him from driving.
tonight. "
Speak up. Don't let si lence
==-~--:====:!!!!!!b!!!e!!!!th!!!e~last sound he hears. _ _ _!!!!!!!

__

_

Their love stoiy
was so unique

it inspired
two motion pictwes.
"Friends~ in 1971.

And now
"Paul and Michelle."

P11ramount Pictures presents
A Film by LevJis Gilbert

stllrring

Paul and Michelle

Anic~e Alvina · Sean Bury and Keir Dullea as Garry
Associ11te Producer William P. Cartlidge • Screenpllly by Angela Huth 11nd
Vernon Harris · Produced 11nd Directed by Lewis Gilbert · P11n11vision·· In Color
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I Prints by M<Melllb · A Paramount Picture I ..,
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FTU library budget takes cut
By DANA EAGLES
Editor-in-Chief

FTU's library "is barely going
k> make ends meet" financially

this year, strapped with more
students, rising book prices, and a
book budget 13 per cent lower
than last year's, Director of
Libraries Lynn Walker said
recently.
In addition to this year's book
budget being out by $64,000,
inflation has meant the same
aount of money wilJ buy fewer
books, Walker said.
WALKER SAID the average
price of all hardcover books has
risen 60 per cent since 1969. He
said the spiraling book price
index "almost has to level off,"
however, because publishers will
not sell enough books if they
continue to raise prices.
Periodical subscriptions have
increased 105 per cent since

MANATEE COMMUNITY
COLLEGE sponsored a novice
tournament the same weekend
for college students who have
been debating less than 2 years.
The team of Regina Rankin
and John Dillon placed top in the

U[]lK6Wfl6E~ '~[.

1969. Walker said, and the library
has been forced to "strenuously
curtail" new periodical
subscriptions.
If the budget situation'
worsens, Walker said the library
might cancel existing
subscriptions as a "last-ditch
effort." He said that would be an
extreme measure because the
expense would be much greater if
the library tried to buy back
issues of a periodical once the
financial picture improved.

"WE'VE NEVER had a large
amount of money to buy what we
call a core collection," Walker
said, referring to standard
volumes held by most large .
libraries. He said each year the
library has tried to purchase core
volumes with part of the book
budget, but that the fiscal crisis .
has made it difficult.
"We are not keeping up to date

Debate teaDl coDlpetes
in N.C. tourna1nent
Members of the FTU debate
club traveled to North Carolina
Nov. 21-23, to compete in a
tournament sponsored by Wake
Forest University. A total of 85
teams from across the country
participated.
Out of an eight-round match;
FTU's Ed Foster and Pat Jerome
won 6 and lost 2, thus clearing the
preliminary . rounds. However,
they lost in the quarter finals to
Redlands University of
California. Other FTU debaters
competing were Richard
Bloomquist, Tom Marcinko, Jim
Holmes and Stan Adkins.

l[]U'S

tournament with a record of 3-1
in a four round competition. FTU
debate teammates also included
Glenn Padgett and Danny
Schiffer.
In the Individual Events
competition, Rolfe White won
2nd p I ace in the persuasive
speaking category.
Schiffer placed first, Padget
third and Dillon fourth in the
speaker awards.
The debate club is sponsoring
the fifth annual FTU Swampfest
Tournament. to be held this
Friday through Sunday.
Headquarters will be the General
Classroom Building with
activities beginning at 2 p.m.
Approximately 20 teams will
compete. Some of the
out-of-state colleges invited are
West Georgia, Catholic University
(Washington, D.C.), and Samford
University (Birmingham, Ala.)

Louis V.W. and the FuTUre would like to apologize
to those customers that were inconvenienced by
the miscommunication of dates on the 20% Discount
Coupon: We will gladly accept those customers at
this time. Once again - Please accept our apology.
Herbert Silber - Service Manager

LYNN WALKER
with material for disciplines
offered at the university,"Walker
said.

b3h3 .E. [(]l[]~jfll ·[)R.
77- · GG[]

Last year, budget problems
caused the library to invoke such
measures as reducing hours
during the spring quarter,
stopping photocopying of reserve
material at the library's expense
and sharply cutting travel by
library personnel.

THE BUDGET for operating
expenses and Other Personnel
Services (OPS)··the fund which
pays part-time student
workers--remained about the
same, However, a minimum wage
hike in January may bind the OPS
budget.
Walker said he submitted a
request for the library to receive
part of $666,000 in emergency
funding recently granted to the
university. Walker asked $5,000
for operating expenses, $5,000
for OPS, and $100,000 for books.
He said he saw almost no chance
of receiving all of the book
budget relief.
The Student Senate defeated a
bill to grant $10,000 in student
funds to the library in early
October. Walker said though he
didn't see making such
appropriations as a routine
responsibility of Student
Government, he said the
appropriation this year would
have been "proper and
welcome."

:-Hello, I'm
Howard Logue ...
Inviting you to take
advqntage·· \ of these
co.u pon values ·now·
being offered at
Aloma Tire~

Recipe #456. 78cR

THE

7AxcoF1zz:
* 2 oz. Jose Cuervo Tequila .
*Juice from one lime (or 2 tbsp.)
* 1 tsp. sugar
* 2 dashes orange bitters
* White of one egg
A glass is quite helpful, too.

*

s3.oo OFF

PURCHASE OF

e WHEEL AUGNMENT or e ~WHEEL ~LANCE or
-

.• .EACH TIRE YOU

auv·

Offer Expires December 15

. nus COUPON WORTH

55c OFF

WITH GAS FILL OP
{8 Gal. ·or MOre) .

WE-HONOR: MoBIL, CHEVRON, BANKAMERtCARD
.
AND WAST~R CHARGE CREDIT C.AROSI
' Offer Expires December 1

ALOMA TIRE COMPANY
PHONE 644-633>
JOSE CUERVO TEQUILA 80 PROOF.
IMPORTED AND B01TLED BY 0 1975. HEUBLEIN, INC., HARTFORD. CONN.

Copyright change
infeasible system
Though we agree
something must be done
with the archaic copyright
law on the federal books, the
legislation pending in
Congress is not the answer.
The aspect of the
proposed law that most
concerns colleges and
universities, restrictions on
photo copying, has good
intentions but unwmkable
methods.
Professors who wanted to
photocopy journal articles
for their students to read, for
instance, would be limited to
one copy. Obviously,
instructors at FTU would be
changing some of their
teaching practices if the
restrictions were
implemented.
As much as the law might
make educating more
difficult, we don't see how
universities or their students
have the right to procure
articles for only the cost of
their reproduction, simply
because their purpose :is
educational.
Though we do not believe
most scholars publish to get
rich, the publishing business
does not thrive on selling one
copy and letting it circulate
through multiple xeroxing.
To not put some
restriction on photocopying
is to deprive the publisher
and author of selling original
copies of the work,
something to which they

must be entitled under law;
unchecked photocopying is
certainly the ripoff the bill's
promoters label it.
But the fines provided by
the proposal are exorbitant,
the monitoring impossible,
and the lack of a regulatory
agency ridiculous. For
authors to bring civil suits
against each copyright
violator would succeed only
in unfairly selective
prosecution, legal costs
which would exceed the
monetary loss of the
infringement, and back-ups
in the courts if authors and
publishers did sue.
Systematic copying
should be checked, but not
through legal threats; a
royalty paid to publishers
for photocopying of their
product, though not a
perfect system, would be
better way to protect
authors and still provide
low-cost duplication of
teaching aids needs by
professors.

a
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America now the
'land of the afraid'
By HOLLY CRISWELL
Staff Writer

The killing of Brevard County
official Frank D. Booth by
Florida Highway patrolman
Robert Rennie Saturday is more
than a tragic occurrence--it is an
indication of a tragic state of
society.
Up on first hearing of the
incident, my reaction was
strongly against a law officer who
could m~e the error of shooting
an unarmed man for what appears
to be the most dubious of
reasons.
MY OPINION began to
fluctuate as I considered the fact

that this yeat along, nine law
officers were murdered in
motorist ambushes similar to the
situation Rennie perceived when
he approached Booth's car and
thought the man was reaching for
a weapon.
It is understandable that ·
Rennie approached the parked
vehicle with some apprehension,
probably even fear. It is equally
understandable that many
persons are outraged that a
pa·trolman converged on the
vehicle with gun in hand,
assuming the occupant was armed
simply because the car was said to
be stolen.
Continued on page 7
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Those who attack Zionism
attack U.N. Charter as well
F.clitor:
Zionism is the love of Zion, the
Jewish people's liberation
movement, the quest for
freedom, for equality with other
nations.
Yet in an organization in which
liberation movement are hailed
and supported, the Jewish
people's struggle to restore their
independence and sovereignity is
maligned and slandered in an
endless spate of malic~ and
venom.
IN HIS drive to annihilate the
Jewish people, Hitler began by
distorting the image of the Jew by
rewriting Jewish history, by
fabricating some of the most
odious historic and radical
theories.
The Arab government, in their
campaign to complete Hitler's
crime against the Jewish people
and destroy the Jewish state, have
adopted the same method of
falsifying Jewish history, and in
particular the mening of the
Zionist movement and the
significance of its ideals.
What is Zionism?
WHEN THE Jews, exiled from
their land in the seventh century
before the Christian era, sat by
the rivers of Babylon and wept,
but also prayed and sought ways
to go home, that was already
Zionism. When in a mass revolt
against their exile, they returned
and rebuilt the temple and

reestablished their state, that was
Zionism.
When they were the last people
in the Mediterranean Basin to
resist the forces of the Roman
Empire and to struggle for
independence, that was Zionism.
When for centuries after the
Roman conquest they refused to
surrender and rebelled again and
again against the invaders, that
was Zionism.

Germans and sang of the land
where palms were growing, that
was Zionism;
Zionism is one of the world's
oldest anti-imperialist
movements. It aims at securing
for the Jewish people the rights
possessed by other nations. It
harbors malice toward none. It
seeks cooperation and
understanding with the Arab
peoples and with their national
· movements.

WHEN, UPROOTED from
ZIONISM IS as sacred to the
their land by the conquerors and Jewish people as the national
dispersed by them all over the liberation movements are to the
world, they continued to dream nations of Africa and Asia. Even
and to strive to return to Israel, if the Arab states are locked
that was Zionism.
. today in conflict with the Jewish
national liberation movement,
When, during the long they must not stoop in their
succession of foreign invaders, attitude toward it to the
they tried repeatedly to regain fanatacism and barbarism of the
sovereignity, at least in part of. Nazis.
their homeland, that was
Zionism.
If there is to be hope for peace
in the Middle East, there must be
When they volunteered from between Israel and the Arab
Palestine and from all over the states mutual respect for each
world to establish Jewish armies other's sacred national values ··
that fought on the side of the not distortion and abuse.
Allies in World War I and helped
Zionism was not born in the
to end Ottoman subjugation, that Jewish ghettoes of Europe, but
was Zionism.
on the battlefield against
imperialism
in ancient Israel. It is
WHEN THEY formed the
Jewish Brigade in World War II to not an outmoded nationalistic
revival but an unparalleled epic of
fight Hitler, while Arab leaders
centuries of resistance tp fprce
supported him, that was Zionism.
and b ondage. Those who att.ack.
When in the forests of Russia
it, attack the fundamental
and the Ukraine and other parts
pricniples and provisions of the
of Eastern Europe, Jewish United Nations Charter.
partisans battled with the
JThlMY SCHWARZKOPF
(Schwarzkopf is a foreign student
from Israel attending FTU.-Ed.)

Revive curbside
visitors' spaces
Editor:
Seeing that the FTU c~pus
has never suffered from a senous
traffic problem, and seeing that
the campus has always suffered
from a serious parking problem, I
would like to present the
Continued on page 7
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On television, almost all news is good news
By Myron c.ar~en

t.-----'...
'J
_ _ _ _...
,

Television newscasts have
slowly but surely been getting
a way from the concept of
reporting the news in a
straighforward, somber fashion.
The trend is to brighten up the
news reports with some clever
repartees between the anchormen ,
or by featuring humorous news
stories.
BUT THE possibilities for
making the local news half hour
entertaining certainly haven't spending a week as a Supreme
been exhausted.
Court justice.
For instance: "Choose your
"BOZO'S BED-TIME
News,'' a refreshing new news NEWS," a special treat for kids.
show where studio contestants The famous clown gives his
get to match wits with the witless interpretation of the news in a
host by trying to guess the correct style especially geared for kids, or
answers to questions concerning about the same level as a regular
the top news stories of the day.
newscast.
Not only do the winning
However, this show features
contestants get the huge cash
that special Bozo laugh and those
jackpot, but they also get a
special Bozo funny faces as he
chance to make the news by
reads about auto accidents and
spending a weekend with the
mass murders.
Symbonese Liberation Army or
"Dialing for Dollars News."
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With just one call from the news
anchorman, you could win loads
of cash by just correctly
identifying his name. Extra
money can be made by guessing
the brand of toothpaste he uses.
"ALL IN THE NEWSROOM,"
a tremendous innovation in news
programming. The t.op news of
the day is expertly woven in to the
story line of this hilarious adult
comedy series.
For example, series star Bernie
McCall in one episode finds
him~lf out of a job. garbage piled

Visiting prof:
thanks hosts

curbside spaces
Continued from page 6
following two-point proposal, to
be accepted in whole or part:
1) That all the curbside
visitors' parking spaces that were
eliminated when the new
information center opened, with
a few notable exceptions, be
reestablished.
2) That the person responsible
for suggesting said elimination in
the first place be banned from
and denied any past, present or
future credit, merit, distinction,
or recognition in the field of civil
engineering or common sense,
and subsequently lynced.

Editor:
I would like to express my
gratitude to FTU for the
opportunity of serving as a
post-doctoral visiting professor in
the Department of Allied Health
Sciences.
The hospitality shown to my
family and I is truly appreciated,
and the experience was of
immense educational benefit to
me.
Special thanks are extended to
the faculty of the department,
and I wish them well in their

DR. JAMES E. COLE
expansion of present programs
and devefopment of new ones.
Dr. James E. Cole
Visiting Professor
(Bloomsburg State College)

rL

KIRBY A. PALM

up in his yard because to a strike,
and without foqd and water due
t.o a power blackout. You can
imagine the type of hilarity
Bernie and his kooky family find
themselves in.
"The News Comedy Hour."
Hear famous comedians deliver
the news using their own favorite
punch lines. Hear such favorites
as "You don't say," "I don't get
no respect" and, of course,
"Mamamia."
"ROCK NEWS." This is for the
young adults. Popular rock music

stars translate the news into hip
lingo and make it understandable
to young men and women. The
musicians add emphasis to the
news through the use of weird
body movements and frantic
screams.
And finally, "Six O'clock
News," one of the most unusual
shows of the season. Instead of
presenting the news in an
entertaining fashion, the news is
read in a traditional, no-non sense
style. It could be the surprise hit
of the year.

LaJJd of the afraid
Continued from page 6
Where does one place blame in .
a case like this? "Gut reactions"
demand that a certain amount be
placed on the person who radioed
the inaccurate information about ·
the car (the license number had
been mistakenly listed as stolen),
the greater amount on Rennie
who shot to kill without
preliminaries, without giving
warning and, as it turned out,
without cause.
THE ISSUE, however, goes
deeper than this. It is not the
erroneous actions of Rennie
which surface as the main point.
It is the state of our society which
lends itself to such a degree of
suspicion, distrust and violence
that this sort of occurrence is
-rapidly becoming the norm.
Is Booth's death more tragic,
more wrong, than the death of
nine others this year because in
those instances the law officers
were the victims and not the
killers? Isn't the killing itself the
issue?
I do not wish to defend
Rennie. That Orange County
Assistant Medical Examiner Dr.
Augustin Ruiz claims to have

"proof" that the shooting was
justified (although he refuses to
elaborate at the time of this
writing) does not exonerate
Rennie.
THE EMPHASIS should be not
on Rennie's action but on the
future of a society forced to live
in fear--fear not only of fellow
citizens but fear of persons whose
job is to protect those citizens.
Our "land of the free" seems now
to be the "land of the afraid."
Perhaps last Saturday's tragedy
will awaken- the public to the fact
that there is much more to be
considered than the fate of a
highway patrolman. The fate of a
society is hanging in the
balance .. .it has been for many
years now.
What is the solution to this
unnerving dilemma? I can only
suggest that we look beyond the
death of an unarmed motorist
enroute to his father's funeral and
probe the roots of our society's
"era of violence. "-·an era in
which murder, regardless of who
is the victim or who is killed, is a
common and expected rule rather
than the exception.

ILLAGE CENTER HOBBY CLASSE
»SIGN UP NOW FOR WINTER QUARTER
flT \JC. MfllN DES~ ROOM 201, THRU DEC. 12
I
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Foreign students voice
concern over social lull
By Bernadette Crotty
Staff Writer

Photo by Alan Geeslin

. PUER'~:O RICAN JOSE DAVILA gazes out from the t.ent in
his dornutory room. He and other foreign students complain
that FTU's social life merits improvement.

Aikido: 'group ther~py'
By Holly Criswell
Staff Writer

At age 22 Edward Baker
wanted to be a "tough guy.,, He
decided to study the impressive
art of judo and received a first
degree black belt.
Today, at 40, Baker is an
instructor at his own school of
aikido, the Japanese art of
self-defense. But now he says it's
no longer important to be
"tough."
"AFTER FIVE years of
studying judo I read a book on
aikido, "he explained.,, "I fell in
love with the philosophy and
studied it for over 13 years."
Baker is a far cry from the
typical martial arts fight.er image
propagated in the popular "Kung
Fu,, films. Standing about
5-foot08, Baker is a husky man
with the suggestion of a paunch.
His brown eyes sparkle with
laughter, which can explode into
boisterous life at any given time
for the simples t of reasons. Not at
all the steely-eyed, hard-bodied
Bruce Lee type.
"I haven't been involved in a
violent conflict for over 11
y ars , Baker said proudly.
"AIKIDO TEACHES people
to become citizens of society not
enemies,,, he said.
Though aikido supports the
philosophy of live harmony and
inner peace Baker maintains the
art is not a religion.
According to Baker aikido is
more like 'group therapy ' than
an~ lhing else. "Its not a conte l.
The goal is to evolve yourself as a
spiritual entity." He explained.
IN IDS TEN years in the Navy
as a chief torpedoman, Baker
made five trips to China and
Japan. He studied under
Hyeshiba, an aikido master who
holds the honor of being a
Japanese National Treasure.
Baker al o studied for two
summers at Hawaii s chool of
aikido, Ai Ki-Kai.

.. Aikido is hard because it's
painful," Baker said, "Pain is an
important part in any kind of
learning. It trains you, through an
internal method, to be a- person
no one wants to fight.,,
By that, Baker says he means
aikido is spiritual training,
coupled with tedious honing of
the physical body which, over a
long period of .time, produces a
person who is "free of all
hang-ups, totally yourself."
"I RARELY teach poeple who
have come in off the streets.
Those people, with no experience
with any martial arts, are looking
only for a self-defense method.
When they come to my school
they see students who appear to
be dancing," he said with a laugh.

(bntinued on page 9

luxurious living
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Although international
students have no complaints
about the academic aspects of
FTU, many voiced concern about
the lack of social activities.
Ma.nola Garcia from Equador
said, "The campus has facilities
like the health center, the post
office and the bookstore that
universities in my country did not
have, but socially it's not too
good.,,
THIS QUARTER FTU has 85
students on visa from 33
countries. "These students come
to FTU with a variety of
adjustments to make and thus far
are doing rather well," said
Michael Bisesi, assistant for
student development.
He expounded, "they must
adjust to the language, the way
we dress, and the general
atmosphere. Many experience
cultural shock and the
Immigration and Naturalization
Service places several restrictions
on them, such as not having
off-campus jobs."
Jose N. Davila, a student from
Puerto Rico said a major problem
he has encountered is the lack of
social activities. "Not much is
going on here, sure you come to
study, but at the same time you
need to socialize."
HE SAID he has attended the
University of Miami and a college
in California and the social life
was better both places because
the schools were closer to town .
Jaiicia voiced a similar.opinion
about FTU's social life adding
"People here see you one day and,
seem friendly, then the next day
they don't even know you."
A Puerto Rican student, Jose
Antonio Suarez-Barreto said
cultural shock is the hardest
factor for international students
to cope with. "They need help
but it is not in them to seek it
out," he said.
SUAREZ-BARETTO is
president of the International
Students Association (ISA), an
organization that seeks to unite
the students to help themselves
adjust to American life. ''They
need a bridge to understand what
they're involved in. The ISA is
that bridge."
According to Suarez-Barreto
foreign students need tutoring'
financial assistance, books and
help with the language and
culture. He also said they need a
place where they can speak ·their
native language and relieve

tension.
Bisesi said FTU is the only
school, to his knowledge, where
Algerian students arrived
together, financed by the
National Algerian Oil Co. "Since
many countries are in the
developmental st.ages, some
students arrive under
government-sponsored
programs,,, Bisesi said.
KOLONNE-A-WIJERATNE,
a native of (Ceylon), will be on
campus for six months. He came
to FTU through the World Health
Organization (WHO) a program
sponsored by the United Nations.

"I'm on scholarship from my
government which had a five-year
program under WHO, to aid
developing countries in the health
and allied sciences," Wijeratne
said.
Wij eratne noted similarities
between Ceylon and Orlando like
the climat.e and tourism, but said
students here don't seem to want
to get to know each other.
DESPITE LACK of social
activities, many of the foreign
students are seeking solutions.
One student goes riding at area
stable.s, some have joined sports
programs and many are getting
involved through the ISA.
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fTU prof's poetry book
wins top national honors
"The Sandpipers," a book of poetry by FTU
E.nglish instructor David Posner, is scheduled to be
released in February by the University of Florida (UF)
and FTU presses.
POSNER, a graduate of Harvard University and
student at Oxford University in London, said the book
is a selection of works written within eight or nine
years. Three-quarters of the material has previously
· been in magazines such as the New Yorker Esquire
Saturday Review and Evergreen York RevieV:.
,
"The obssession throughout the book is on birds"
Posner explained.
'
The following poem is a David Posner composition
from his book, "The Sandpiper."

Building for Olivia
A beam so balanced needs no help:
The cantilever like the rods upon a clock.
Churches are bull t from it and great glass win downs.
Suspending the dark
At intervals as a word throws light
Or the shored sea sings,
When order is natural
The world rings
Like the body of a bell-Though what stress hides
Inside our effortless
Love, to keep a man from breaking,
Only you and I, under one roof
Know as we watch the naked ah- between us
Sob at your touch.
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Handicapped students face many obstacles
Steep ramps, heavy doors,
small restroom stalls and slow or
inoperative elevator cars are
among the most difficult
obstacles faced by handicapped
students.
According to Donna Aulic,
vice-president of the
Handicapped Student Union,
ramps leading to the Library,
Engineering Building and General
Classroom Building are too steep ·
for wheel chair students to easily
negotiate.

Ms. Aulic said the ramps do not
meet government standards for
,buildings designed for use by the
handicapped. According to
specifications, the ramps should
rise one inch every 12 inches.
Once a handicapped students
get up a ramp he is usually
confronted with a door that is
difficult or impossible, to open
without
- .. help.
. . .
While high thresholds (the
metal plate which seals the
bottom of the door) can be
lowered to provide easier passage
of wheel chairs, university
planners are not optimistic about
what can be done about doors
which are hard to open. Richard
Neuhaus, assistant director for
the physical plant, said doors to
temperature- controled buildings
· must be equipped with strong
closing mechanisms to keep air in.
He said automatic doors, such
as used in supermarkets, are not
feasible because they are
expensive and prone to
malfunctioning. In most cases,
the wheelchair·confined student
must rely on assistance · from
others.
Another problem area for
wheelchair-confined students can
be found in campus restrooms.
According to Ms. Aulic, the stalls
designed for handicapped
students are wide enough, but not
long enough, to allow the door to
close.
Dr. Rex Brown, vice president
of Student Affairs said elevators
are also a major problem. If an
elevator is out of service, a
student may be stranded on a
floor or kept from attending a
class.

BR<? WN SAID classes can
sometimes be moved to a ground
floor if a handicapped student has
trouble getting to a higher floor.
Nevertheless, laboratory classes
and those involving special
facilities cannot be relocated.
Brown also cited high
telephones and drinking
fountains low lab tables and too
few handicapped parking places
as additional obstacles
mobility-impaired students must
cope with. While little can be
done toward modifying ~xisting
structures to be more compatible
for handicapped students, special
services have been provided to aid
these students.

According to Richard
Lavender, a campus architect, the
education building presently
~nder construction, has been
designed with the handicapped

student in mind. Floors and
walkways leading to and through
the complex will be flat.
In the past, Neuhaus
exmplained, the state has not
made any provisions in budgeting

to make structures compatible
for mobility-impaired students.
He added, "Sometimes, to
~orrect these things, you (the
university) have to make a major
investment."

Aikido school
Continued from page 8

Meditation is an important
part of aikido philosophy, at least
at Baker's school. As with most
Eastern martial art forms,
spiritual growth and harmony
with the body is of utmost
importance.

doesn~t train you to break bones
or do permanent damage," he
added.

1, 1974, is filled with students of
varying physical and emotional
make-ups.

Baker's school, Aikido of
Uyeshiba, 1820 N. Orange Ave.,
welcomes all visitors.

BERN ARD FOY, assistant
director of libraries, has
developed a program where
books and reference materials can
be delivered to mobility-impaired
students.

"Aikido trains one to be strong
but relaxed. There's nothing
supernatuial about it," Baker
said.

Foy explained, "One of the
problems discovered at an earlier
time was that these students were
unable to reach the top drawers in
the card catalog to locate
references to material needed in
research assignments."

years. His deep convictions about
the philosophy are quite apparent
while discussing the topic.

"I REQUIRE all potential
students to watch at least one full
class. I give them the philosophy
of the instruction and this acts as
my screening process," Baker
said. He added that this
i n t ru d uction isn't particularly
attractive to those seeking "ten
easy lessons to self-defense."

"A LOT of students in my
school are there because they
can't be anywhere else. There are
many disciplines available which
offer methods of training suited
to individual needs," Baker said.
He emphasised that aikido 1
training is one of "outer strength
thr.<_>~gh inner growth."

Foy said the problem was
solved by providing each
mobility-impaired student with a
microfiche catalog and a card
reader. A microfiche card is a four
b Y six inch transparency
containing 3,000 to 4,000
references. New cards are issued
each quarter as new library
material is added.

NOW A third degree black belt,
Baker has taught aikido for seven

"I could · talke about it for
days," he said with a smile. "So
many people equate martial art
with 'killer karate'. Aikido

1

r

.. .reople come into aikido for
various reasons. Some because of
their fear of the streets-to others
it's a catharis," he explained. " if
,-,It takes years to learn aikido _ their heart is in the teaching they
stay with it."
and a lot of students are
impatient with the slow learning
process," he continued.
His school, which opened Nov.

WHEN STUDENTS locate the
materials they need, they can
phone their requests to library
personnel.
Brown added · that .
handicapped students are also I
all~w~~ ~ !egister early.
Additionally, Student
Government has provided funds
for tape cassetes for blind
students, with a limited selection
of pre-recorded library material
available.
BROWN SAID one off-campus
apaprtment comples has even
designed a suite for use by
wheelchair confined students.

Political internships
offered for students
The Political Science Department at FTU has begun a new internship
program with 16 students working for various law agencies in the Central
·
F1orida area and two in Washington, D. C.
Dr. William Jervey, an associate professor of political science who
heads up the internship program, said the purpose of the program is to
teach "vital aspects of politics and law which cannot be taught in the
classroom." He added it gives the students practical experience working
in the political arena.
Jervey said the program will help students decide if they are adept at
political life. He said "the contacts the students make now may provide
dividends in the future."
"Many sutdents want to go to law school," Jervey said. "They need the
opportunity to work in law offices and this gives them that opportunity.
It's the kind of experience law schools look favorably upon."
Jervey said the internship program is n wand fall quarter was the first
time it has been offered, under the title PCL 480. According to Jervey,
there are no specific requirements for the iPt.ernship.
He said the department prefers juniors and seniors who have a good
background in pre-law or political science courses. Jervey added the
cour e is not limited to political science majors and encourages
non-major to apply for the program.
The internship consists of working a 12-hour week in an area law office
or other asp ct in the political field. The students receive 10 cre it hours
for the program. Grades are ba ed on the performance of the stuJents and
participation in a weekly cla s. Students must also' ·rite a paper dealing
with ome aspect of their internship.
Jervey said man of the tu dents are being utilized by their employers
to a great degree. They get in olved 'II 1ith the legal ' orkings and the
practical a pects of law through their jobs. Jerve cited examples where
one of th int m hip students was in ·olved in a murder case and another
who had the opportunity to sp ak wi h Pre idcnt Gerald Ford on the
phone.
Ther will be 1 po itions for the intern hip program during winter
quarter. Jerve said eight or nine of the po itions ha e alread ·been filled
but the Politi 1 ·ence Depa ·tmen is still taking applications.
1

No noise pollution ••• when
you give Levi's (except
maybe squeals of delight)!
Give him Levl's~Jeans in
denim, corduroy or brushed
denim. Give her Levi's for
Gals in neat styles and
fabrics. There's hardly a
better gift for your
teenagers.
For Mom, too •••
maybe she
thinks she can't
wear Levi's.
You'll surprise
her! Levi's for
Gals are specially designed
for her. For her
womanly shape
4111nd tastes.
She'll wish she'd
never worn
anything else.
In Junior and
missy sizes.

Our only llnel
Nothin' but the famous
Levi's brand at County Seat.
In more sizes and fabrics
and styles than you've ever
seen under one roof.
Have a Joyous holiday season
from all of us.

-- - ~~

1!~.;~
ALTAMONTE MALL
(lower level-Searsconcourse)

c·ancert review

Beach Boys' surfing vibes create
tidal wave audience response

foot;stomping proceeded to rock the walls ot the
building until the concert's conclusion.
Contributing Feature Editor
Adoring fans gyrated in ecstasy to the richly refined
Over 6,000 area " surfing sound" music buffs sound of "California Girls " "Wouldn't It Be Nice"
streamed into the Orlando Sports Stadium Sunday and "Surfin' Safari,,, leading up to the ultimate closing
evening, many spreading their blankets in the number--"Good Vibrations."
completely sand-filled arena, to relish the smooth
AS THE final sweet-sounding chords were struck,
flowing "good vibrations" of the legendary "Beach sheer pandemonium )which had been mounting
Boys."
throughout the concert, broke lose. A standing
Ranked by many as the most important American ovation of thunderous applause echoed through the
rock and roll band . of all time, the group's mellow building confines, accompanied by ear-shattering
harmonies, coupled with polished instrumentation chants, as the music-hungry crowd incessantly_begged
resulting from years of performance, succeeded in for more goodtime oldies.
photo by Alan Geeslin
gaining the audience's affection from the very offset of
Their actions did not go unrewarded, as the Beach
TWO
OF
THE
THREE
FIRST
PLACE
STUDENT ART
the concert.
Boys returned to the stage to the sounds of "Little
THE ENTHUSIASTIC crowd clapped, sawyed and Deuce Coupe," the every-popular "Barbara Ann" and WORKS are pictured above. These ceramic and self portrait
winners will join the silk screen winner in FTU's proposed
stomped wildly to the gently rhythms, and heightened "Fun, Fun, Fun."
permanent
art collection:
by the over-powering crows response, the group
The ful-filled evening of surfing and summer
seemed to perform at nearperfection. If there were goodtime tunes thus ended on a complacent note, as
several minor musical errors, no one cared--the Beach spellbound fans achieved the culmination of musical
Boys were actually appearing in Orlando and that was satisfaction they had so eagerly anticipated.
A permanent art collection of might consider negotiating with
all that really mattered.
PRIOR TO the Beach Boys' long-awaited
Palm tree replicas, artificial shrubery, a rattan chair, appearance on stage, the energetic crowd was student art work is finally a the cafeteria to have them
flower arrangements, totem poles and ceremonial entertain~d by the talented sevenmember "Eric dream come true for the FTU displayed where the student body
campus.
masks decorated the stage, contributing to the Carmen Band."
can view them."
infectious "surfside" effect.
The Student Art Association, ·
Although no dates have been
Selections included several renditions of old
The familiar strains of "Sloop John B" filled the air "Raspberries" songs such as "Overnight Sensation" (SATRA) came up with the idea set for a second selection nor
as the performance began, and crowd momentum and "Go All the Way," made popular while Carmen last spring and sought the aid of monies allocated, Andersen · is
swelled increasingly with every tune thereafter.
was the lead singer and songwriter f~r the now defunct Student Government in financing "hopeful" that this will be a
SUCH CLASSICS as the lively "Help Me Rhonda" group.
the project. A bill allocating continuing program.
and sway-evoking "Surfer Girl" and "Wishing You
All the works, including the
Songs ranged from hard rock and roll to gentle love funds for the student art '
Were Here" met the mesmerized ilisteners' ears creating songs set to melodic keyboard sounds, highlighted by collection was then approved by initial collection, will be on
·
a blissful atomosphere.
display in the Student
the performance of a recently released single, "All By the summer senate.
The rising undercurrent of frenzy finally surfaced as Myself," off the new album entitled "Eric Carmen."
THE GROUND WORK thus Organizations Lobby until Dec.
the group crooned their famous renditions.of "Catch a All received warm responses from the audience.
established, the collection began 12.
Wave" and "I Get Around." Fierce hand-clapping and
with the selection ·of three works
.of art from a contest held
concurently with the university J
art show, "Creations '7 5." Under I
these guidelines, the winner's
work is automatically purchased.
About 4 0 students artists
Marilyn Cox as Thoteau's
entered works in the competition
which was judged by two local
The FTU production of mother, however, seems to run
artists, Scotty Craig and Maury
·Jerome Lawrence and Robert E. the range of emotions from bored
·
Lees' "The Night Thoreau Spent to .comatose.
Hurt.
stage crew could do would be to
Winners of the competition for
A technical complaint leads to
in Jail" is an interesting, if
fix John ·up with a decent looking
sometimes uneven presentation, the destruction of what should be
this quarter are Lola Lawrence's
coffin before opening night. It
silk screen depicting a young girl,
·
, ·.
highlighted by outstanding one of the play's emotional high
will save some embarrassment.
efforts from Mark Prillman as points----the tragic death of
George Parker's blue ceramic ·
. Dec. 5, 1975-Page 10·.
OVERALL, MARY MONROE
·
Henny David Thoreau and Jeff Henry's brother, John.
teapot and a self portrait by Sue I
is to be congratulated for an
Johns' "coffin" is obviously
King as Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Thompso~, president of SATRA. :
outstanding directorial debut. I
b u.L hindered by a slow, Thoreau's tiny canoe with a lit on
Accordmg to Gary Andersen,
r
doubt a veteran Ph.D. could have
confusing, and too lengthy dream it---much to small to fit the
stu~ent
body
presid?nt,
"The
sequence near the end of the third hulking elder brother into ' done much better.
artists whose creations were
The play will run through
act.
without folding him in half.
selected to start the collection,
Two public interest programs,
the weekend with curtain time at
However, the plays' student Besides, the sight of the
receive a cash arard of $100 "In the Shadow of the Moon"
8:30
p.m.
Friday
and
Saturday,
director, Mary Monroe, otherwise pallbearers lugging that silly boat
each."
and "The White House
and a matinee Sunday at 2:30. It
effectively utilizes the stage and on stange, crying and grieving, is
ART IN the competition Transcripts" will be aired by
will
off
er
a
welcome
break
from
various media techniques to so ludicrious that it ruins the
covered a wide variety of Channel 24 at . 7 and 9 p.m.
the drudgury of studying for
relate nine years of Thoreau's life entire effect. I understand about
coloring, techniques and media. respectively, on Dec. 10.
exams.
low budgets, but the least the
via flashbacks. The actual time
'The diversity in colors ranged
' ' The White House
span of the play, however, relates
from the flashly to the , Transcripts" is the critically
a 24 hour period Thoreau spends
monochromatic (painting. in 1 acc1 aimed 9 O - minu te
in the Concord jail for refusing to
contrast, usually black and white ) dramatiza t ion of select ed
pay his taxes.
and the techniques varied with portions of the Nixon tapes.
MARK PRILLMAN is an ideal
the individu~ artist. Media
THE PROGR AM presents
Thoreau , a man who might have
ranged from 011 canvases and a c t u a l w o r d s without
been more at home during the
surfboards ~o met~l sculpture and editorializing while attempting to
social upheaval of the 1960s than
froi:i cerami~s to s!lk scre~n_s. .
represent the historic events with
he was 140 years ago. His protests
Smee ar~ IS .a h1~hly sub1ec.tive objectivity and fairness. Where
against President Polk's
field, so is its mte_rpretat10_n. significant differences between
expansionist war wi th Mexico, in
Therefore, the collection and its the White House version of the
fact, are striking similar to those
initial ~ntries are not limite~ ~ transcripts and the version
voiced during the recent Viet ·
any s~ngle form of art1St1c released by the House Judiciary
Nam debacle. Prillaman's expression.
Committee occur, the action is
charocter conveys the
The newly purchased works of stopped on the screen and both
art as yet have no permanent
combination of naivete and ·
home but according to Cathy
outrage needed to put Thoreau's ·
Kane, executive secretary to the
message across well.
student body president, "They'll
Jeff King, who is possibly the
be placed in SG safekeeping and
best student actor at FTU, and
probably be displayed in SG
certainly the most versatile, has
offices.,,
come full cycle from a mentally
Photo by Fred Sommer
retarded giant in "Of Mice and "THE NIGHT THOREAU SPENT IN JAIL" CAST
"AFTER THE project
Men," to Thoreau's literary MEMBERS, on stage, from left: Ron Leamon, Tara Buckley,
expands," said Andersen, ''we
mentor, Ralph Waldo Emerson.
Jeff King, Trey Patterson, Marilyn Cox, Richard Belcher,
Some of the show's finest Laura Larner Mark Prillaman, Chuck Aitken, Steve Calderaro,
moments are the Emerson-Thor- Kim Kisling,' Kim McKee, Lee Ann Freeman, Bob Smithers,
eau dialogues, and, in fact, my
favorite line in the play is an Sue sawyer, Winzel Jones, Laurie Nelson. On platform: Al
often-repeated classic that Burnett, Jim Jolley.
remains a masterpiece today.
Emerson, who has rushed to the
Concord jail in the middle of the
By FRED VANASSCHE
night when he hears Thoreau has
Staf f Wri te r
been locked up , ex claims,
"Henry, why are you in jail? '
The Chicken Coop, one of the most distinctive jazz clubs th is reporter
Thoreau replies 'Waldo, why are has ever visited, is set off in a small alcove in the rear of MacKMeiner's
you not in jail?"
Country St ore.
JOHN , .HE NRY ' S o lder
Decorated in early funk, its interior features fertilizer-bag wallpaper in
brother is well played by Richard a rustic bamwood setting. Cut-glass chandeliers hang from above an
Belcher. Other supporting roles
incongruity that does not entirely lack harmony. The room itself radiates
especially Jim Jolley as Thoreau's warmth and responsiveness.
crusty cellmate are well handled.
Continued on page 11
By VICKI BLANCHFIELD

Student art winners -named

Thoreau' play ·interesting:
ef feeti~e __acting, di rec ting

-l&Tj-- -

Randy.

~les

SIGHTS
·.
and
sou
· NDS

Brevard documentary
1Nixon tape story to air

Jazzy entertainment: Chicken Coop
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By Betty Nail

ARIES-Evaluate the progres.s you
·have made with your personal
projects and make neces.sary
adjustments. Going to a party on
the 8th can give you the
opportunity to meet new people
and make some interesting
friends. A surprising tum of
events on the 11th to 12th could
cause a few hassles between you
and an aquaintance.
TA UR US-Expecting financial
cooperation from higher-ups on
the 6th could leave you quite
disappointed. By the 9th, an
understanding partner or friend
will do much to help relieve your
financial tensions. Spending for
entertainment or gambling could
really set you back this week.
GEMINI-Clear away old projects
now. The 7th may find you
thinking of far away people and
places. An unexpected phone call
or letter could put you back in
touch with someone you haven't
seen for a while.
a way people and places. An
unexpected phone call or letter
could put you back in touch with
someone you haven't seen for a
while.
CANCER-Try doing something
you've never done before on the
11th, as it will be an unusual day
in every sense of the word. A
romance can · bloom with
someone you have considered a
friend for some tome or as the
result of a journey.
LEO-Advancement of
educational plans should be
relatively easy on the 7th and
romantic endeavors should be
equally as pleasing. Surprise
windfalls could be in store on the
11th, but use extra caution if you
plan to get involved in schemes or
speculation that involve the use
of someone else-'s money.
VIRGO-Someone at home wants
to talk about their job or health
problems on the 8th. You can
solve some of your own problems
in that area at the same time if
you listen carefully. The 10th
could bring a disagreement with a
superior or one in authority. A
heart-to-heart talk with someone
special will ease most of your
problems by the 11th.
LIBRA-A request for money is
likely to bring disappointment on
the 6th, but by the end of the
week you will find the problem
resolved from the place you least
expect. A sudden romantic
attraction or overwhelming new
love affair will put stars in your
eyes. If you are already involved
with someone or married, you
find new happiness in your
relationship.
SCORPIO-People should become
easier to deal with and your life
will be running much smoother as
Venus moves into Scorpio. A few
words of caution, however-avoid
being careless with documents
and mixing business with social
pleasures.
SAGITTARIUS-Meditate if you
are so inclined. With Neptune in
your sign, and a benefic aspect
from the moon on the 7th,
inspiration should come from
within. If you go shopping on the
5th, resist the temptation to
overspend-shop for values and
know what you are getting for
your money.
CAPRICORN-Keep your sense of
humor all week- use your natural
self-discipline wisely. Visit with
kin or n e ighbors on t h e
11th-they will be in the mood to
talk over the "good old days."
Resist the temptation to bring up
negative thoughts and rattle
skeletons in the closet.
AQUARIUS -Be prepared for
p rsonal problems to interfere
with work on the 7th. Avoid
being contentious, super-critical
or fault-finding during this
p riod-an improvement in ·our
attitude is due b~ the 9th. Think
twice about a job change on the

.

mr. J's Funky - Dlsgogotheque
11th.
PISCES-Your natural psychic
and /or creative ability is strong
on the 7th. Act strictly on
intuition when making decisions
this week. Abandon concrete
matters and deal with intangibles
such as meditation, poetry, and
music. Any sort of creative
endeavor should prove most
rewarding.

Bicentenni_
al wall hanging
highlights nation's history
By Kerry Faunce
Staff Writer

Anyone strolling throught the
library lobby can hardly miss the
10 by 12-foot Bicentennial quilt
tapestry hanging from the east
wall.
Designed and stitched by
DoloTes Vickers, Winnie
Richmond and Julie Johnson, all
local residents, the quilt catches
one's eye with an array of colors;
then the meaning--the 200 years
of American history--becomes
apparent.
THE WALL hanging is divided
both sequentially and topically.
The time sequence begins in the
center with the Declaration of
Independence and extends in all
directions to the borders, where
current events are depicted.
. The topical themes begin at
the top and progress clockwise.
The progression begins with
migration and continues with
! •.J'.J l

•

invention and technology,
economics and politics. The
historical episodes of war are
depicted in the lower section,
followed by human and civil
rights. Other areas of the quilt
depict national expansion and
growth, including America's
efforts toward world peace.
The idea was born when Ms.
Johnson suggested they create a
Bicentennial quilt. ·Ms. Vickers
provided historical insights and
created visual representations of
the historical facts. Ms.
Richmond arranged the ideas and
research into a meaningful
pattern.
"WE'D LIKE to see it tour the
United States, and then present it
to the White House or
Smithsonian," Ms. Vickers said.
Complem .e nting the
Bicentennial quilt are the stuffed
figures by Eva Hernandez and
Dorothy Kannon's • guardian
angels.

FOR EVERYBODY, Dance to quad-stereo
and actually watch the music perform through
the magic of Musicvision. Plus, feel the action
of the music as it strobes and pulses beneath ·
your feet while you dance on a glass floor. This
and much more at the happening place Mr. J's
Funky Disgogotheque, where we funky long
and funky strong. So come on out and funky
along.

Ladles - Free Drinks
Each Hite from 9-10 p.m.
Plus - a Queen - Size
Delmonico Steak for
Only ·1 .50 .

FANTASTIC LIGHT SHOW

4t '
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Special - Finest Cut
K Ing-Size Delmonico Steak
Char-Broiled to Your Taste
(A 6.95 valUe)
Our Ptlce ONLY

J2.95
· From 7 ·p.m. ; 1 a.m.
4-9 p.m. GoGo
.

Pttoto by Alan Qreeslln

THIS COLORFUL BICENTENNIAL QUILT TAPESTRY,
designed and stitched by local women, will decorate the
library lobby through Dec. 19 as part of the "Guardian Angels,
Fantasy Creatures and Collage America" exhibit.

Chicken Coop
Continued from page 10
OBVIO US JAZZ buffs of college age speak of Brubeck, Ellington, an
Gillespie while waiting for the band t o begin. Over in a corner sit several
over-forty individuals.
Someone' dims the overhead chandelier and simultaneously the small
stage is bathed in a pale blue light. The music begins.
The vaguely famil iar melody, is not readily recognizable. It begins
slowly as jazz pianist Cliff Zimmerman deftly fingers his way across the
key boards. Carefully building momentum, he is joined by
drummer percussionist Mike Odle, who weaves a variety of beats in to and
around the music.
TOGETHER THEY build to a crescendo and are joined by Rich
Walker on lead guitar and Ron Gilotti on bass. The sound fills the room
with a flowing cadence that incites the senses.
Jazz is alive and well in Orlando at the Chicken Coop with the Cllt
Zimmerman Quartet. From Ellington to Harris it, lives every night.

9-2 a.m. Dl~co
'Adm. Jl.00 '
.. monday Nlte
Student Nlte
DRINKS .25
Located Jn Butler Plaza
Hwy 436
& Howell Branch Rd.
1
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INVESTIGATE OUR LITTLE
CORNER OF WINT~R PARK
....• REMEMBER, NOT All:APTS
WERE CREATED .. EQUAt

Copyright
Continued from page 3

exemptions from limitations on
fair use, claiming their purpose in
copying is educational. However,
publishers and authors contend
that educaional photocopying is
an "academic ripoff."
PUBLISHERS FEEL their
rights are being violated by
systematic copying, Walker said.
Such copying includes malting
multiple copies for classroom use,
for distribution to other libraries,
or for profit. "Publishers are not
trying to stop photocopying.
They want to be paid royalties or
licensing fees for such use of their
materials."
Walker said a ''tax" on
photocopied materials would be
unrealistic. "We are handling
4,000 periodicals. Such a tax
would create a monstrous
bookkeeping problem. We're
already paying so much for
periodicals that that would tear
up our budget."
Walker said if educational
photocopying seriously deprived
publishers of profits, it should be
limited. "However, I don't think
that normal use--malting isolated
copies for research--would inhibit
sales," he added.
"THE LEGISLATION is
getting at systematic copying. It
would affect such practices as
interlibrary loans and cooperative
purchasing among libraries
(libraries subscribing to different
journals and trading copies)."
Walker explaiiied th~t FTU
re lied heavily on interlibrary
loans in its early days and that ·
students would have been
seriously deprived without them.
"Every library would prefer to
have its own copies of everything,
but that's impossible."
Publishers' proposals for
licensin~ feP.I\ or a clearinghouse
through which photocopying
perm~ion would be sold to
libraries would result in high
administrative costs and
"anti-competitive" problems,
according to "America." The
magazine reported librarians
maintain the legislation would
result in "unfairly selective

T~

DR. LAWRENCE TANZI
attempts at enforcement and
disrespect for copyright laws
elsewhere. The uncertainty and
resultant risk to users might
discourage desirable
photocopying."
TANZI SAID the legislation
had some merit because authors'
rights needed protection.
However, the "liabilities of such
legislation outweigh the
advantages," he said. "People are
looking for a big bite of money
where none exists."
Libraries could be fined up to
$ 5 0, 000 for violation of
copyright, but the only
enforcement agency would be the
courts, Walker said. "It would be
up to the copyright owner to
bring suit."
1
If unsupervised photocopying
facilities are available--such as
coin-operated machines--the
Ii brary 's only responsibility
would be to display copyright
warning notices. The individual
would be liable for infringement.
Willful infringement for
commercial advantage could
result in a $10,0UO fine and three
years in prison. Still, the courts
would be the only enforcement
agency.
EDUCATORS ARE'
demanding a clearer definition of
fair use and limited exemptions
from restrictions, according to
"American Libraries." They are
asking for clear cut assurance that
their use of photocopied
materials as teaching aids would
not be' subject to suit.

REPRODUCTIONS OF
television newscasts by libraries
would be exempted from " fair
use" limitations. The pending
CBS suit against Vanderbilt
University, charging Vanderbilt
violated copyright by taping
evening newscasts, would
probably be rendered moot,
according to Morgan.
The problem of copyrigh 1
infringement for videotapin·
television broadcasts fo
educational benefit should b
considered, Morgan added. " .
broadcast is a one-time thin1
quite different from the prir
media. As an educational too
videotaping is invaluable. It coul
be especially useful for schoo.
such as FTU, where the typicCi
student works or has a family am
does not have the free time or
access to television that others
have."
\
"If teachers do use videotapes
in their classrooms, it is
regrettable that they have to
compromise their sense of 'what's
right.'' Updated leg~~tion
concerning the educational used

;;:~IB;:~;:..

Beer

Wine

Happy Hour 4-6
Live- Entertainment On week&nds

20% off on Pitchers of Beer to

FTU Students. with ID Ca1ds
Pub Hours:
11-12 mon-Thu1-.
11-2 ·Fri. Sat.

Stop In fot lunch
n the market Square
In Casselbe11y
on 436

Expert Auto & Truck Repair

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
Special Tune Ups ,
6 and 8 cylinders

$24.95 Parts & Labor
4 CYiinders
$18.00 Parts & Labor

31 HAMMOCK· MITCHELL RD., OVIEDO, 365-3143

I

~~I~fr.1-~Cijj~~I
Family Amusement Center
"Games People Play"
Fun For Every Age
• Airhockey
• Pinball
• Foosball
• Electronic Games

SEMINOLE PLAZA SHOPPING CENTER
Located next to
Fremacs and Dipper Dan
Corner 17 /92 and 436

Open Daily 10:00 a.m. - <;>pen Nightly

~itt~m_a~-"-'ll
Play One Game - Get On(:! Free
LIMIT ONE PER PERSON

§£iJ00"§ (l)[!J[!J(D§l]l](!J
Sandwiches

PAULS AUTO CLINIC

BRING c ·auPON

We'te Hot

Us

nQrth of Aloma· on Semoran

; ·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

hold musical
auditions
Tryouts and auditions for "Of
Thee I Sing," the University
Theater presentation
commemorating the
bicentennial, will be held Jan. 5
and 6 in the Science Auditorium.
Openings for the Feb. 12 to 14
and Feb. 19 to 21 productions,
are available for acting, singing
and dancing talents.
TRYOUTS BOTH days are
between 4 and 5 p.m. Those
interested in singing auditions
should appear from 7 to 9 p.m.
either day.

STUDENTDISCOUNT 678·6090

VOID AFTER DECEMBER 31, 1975

Guess Who Has AJob
ForY•?
The folks from Walt Disney World.
To· fill immediate part-time positions
operating the ·Magic Kingdom attractions for our "Saturday Night _at the
World". And to fi~l part-time positions
during the Christmas Hpliday period
in our restaurants and shops.
Come be part of the World. Stop by
our Employment Center today.

Exit at 1-4 at SR 535
and follow the signs· to
the Casting Buildjng. Or
call (305) 824-4088 Open
Monday through Saturday
from 9 _a.m. to 4 p.m.
& 191! WALT DISNEY PIWXJUCTlOHS

Wale li)11ney lllorld®
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EllPLOYER

I

.

[

Brahmans too tall for Knights

• opener
USF crushes Tech 94-76 1n
FTU Head Coach Gene
"Torchy,, Clark's pre-season
"lack of height" prediction
proved to be true Saturday night
at Winter Park High as the
Knights dropped the home
basketball opener to the Golden
Brahmans of the University of
South Florida 94-76.
Size told the story as the
Brahmans, with an enormous
height advantage, consistantly
maintained control of the boards,
forcing FTU to shoot from the
outside.
IN THE OPENING minutes of
the first half, Knights Benny
Shaw and Bo Clark teamed up to
shoot FTU to a 16-13 lead with
11 minutes left in the half. Shaw's
expertise from the floor kept the
Knights in the game throughout
the half, hitting mostly from
15-20 feet out, and netting him a
17 point first half performance.
With just over three minutes
remaining in the half, USF
opened up an 11 point lead,
scoring 10 consecutive points
with the help of sharpshooting
guard Doug Alpin and 6-foot-8
forward Eddie Davis.
Inexplicably, . during part of
the Brahman rally, Tech had only
four players on the court.
Noticing his team was

shorthanded, Clark called a
timeout, but not before USF had
put several points on the board.
THE SECOND half ·was all
USF'S as the Brahman's opened
with four quick buckets, putting
the game out of the Knight's
reach for the balance of the
match.
Clark used a three-guard
offense most of the way,
alternating Jerry Prather, David
Lewis and Tyrone Sparrow.
Freshman Paul Calloway saw
some action alternating with
Willie Belotte, but proved to be
ineffective in com batting the
Brahman barrage, failing to score
in the game and collecting only
one rebound.
Belotte, whose ailing knee
plagued him throughout the
_game, fouled out with 13:21 left
in · the third quarter, scored just
six points on three field goals.
THE BEST individual
performance for either team was
turned in by Shaw who scored 28
points in the effort. Freshman
guard Clark, playing in his first
college game, tallied 20 points,
with Prather adding 16.
The Brahmans had three 20
point scorers in the game; Davis,
with 22; Alpin with 20; and
6.-foot-8 forward Ric Butner, also
with 20.

BENNY SHAW DRIVES past USF players. The 6-foot-1 guard, who averaged 25.5 points per
game last year, scored 28 points against the Brahmans.

TKE Little Sisters roll on,
blank TYES to stay unbeaten
In powderpuff football action
before the holiday break, Tau
Kappa Epsilon (TKE) Little
Sisters, playing like the defending
champions they are, continued oo
roll as they blanked Tyes 20-0.
TKE Little Sisters began the
scoring with a pass from Maddy
Gicobbe to Debbie Johnson for a
20 yard TD. The conversion was
good as Carolyn Clark pulled
down a Gicobbe aerial in the end
zone.
MAINTAINING THE
pressure, Gicobbe figured into
the second tally when she ran an

scampered into the end zone
unoouched.
IN O':{'.HER action, Tri-Delta
shut out Pi Kappa Alpha (PKA)
Little Sisters 9-0 in a close
defensive struggle. Tri-Delta
opened the scoring when Patty
Pontise caught a PKA back in her
own end zone for a safety.
The Tri-Delta defense siezed
another opportunity to score
when Kim Ackley intercepted a
PKA pass and raced down the
sideline into the end zone. The

extra point conversion was good
as Patty Pontis bulldozed into
pay dirt.

SPORTS
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Sentinal Star photo

ITU'S BENNY SHAW leaps in typical fashion to get off an off
balance jump shot against USF. Shaw's brilliant shooting game
kept the Knights in the contest throughout most of the first
half. USF guard Doug Alpin (No. 11) attempts unsuccessfully
to black S.baw's shot.

the grasp of several would-be
defenders along the way. The
conversion was no good, making
the score 13-0.
The TKE Little Sister defense
was responsible for the final score
when Debbie Rozell intercepted a
pas.5 and returned it for the TD.
The conversion was good as
Grobbe completed a pass to
Debbie Johnson, making the
finaly tally 20-0 and notching
another win for the TKE Little
Sisters.
Coached by Joe Gicobbe and
Mark Hess, TKE Little Sisters
· have proven 00 be formidable
competition in the division race
this year, and are looking forward
to a repeat performance of last
year's championship.
In a hotly con tested defenseive
battle Zeta Tau Alpha battled
Tyes for 28 minutes before giving
up a touchdown with less than
three minut.es left in the game,
losing~O.

The Tyes broke the scoreles~
deadlock when quarterback
Linda Mitchell handed off to Sue
Jeary on a rollout. Jeary flipped
an aerial to Kim Drury, who

75-76 FTU Basketball Schedule
DATE
Nov. 29
Dec.4
Dec.6
Dec.10
Dec.13
Dec.16
Dec.18
Jan. 6
Jan. 9
Jan.10
Jan.14
Jan.16
Jan. 21
Jan.24
Jan. 27
Jan. 31
Feb.4
Feb. 7
Feb.11
Feb.17
Feb.21
Feb.24
Feb.26

OPPONENT

St. Bernard College
Clearwater Christian
Memphis State University
Georgia State University
Rio Grande University
Medgar Evers
University of West Florida
Aquinas College
Dickinson College
Western New England
Florida Memorial College
Edward Waters College
*Biscayne College
*St. Leo College
*Eckerd College
*Rollins College
*Eckerd College
*Biscayne College
*Florida Southern
*Rollins College
*St. Leo College

PLACE
University of South FJc:
Home
Home
Memphis, Tenn.
Home
Home
Home
Pensacola, Fla.
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
*Florida Southern
St. Petersburg, Fla.
Winter Park, Fla.
Home
Miami, Fla.
Lakeland, Fla.
Home
St. Leo, Fla.

*Denotes Sunshine State Conference League Games
'
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Central Florida and th ou h
side of Chicago are ·orld apar
in many way
bu FT
baske ball forward Darid Gre-en
says tha he has found the
transition a be a pleasant one.
Florida s popular climate
proved to be the deciding fa tor
in Green s choice to play
basketball at Tech. I got tired of
being up there in the cold
weather , he said. I also liked
the (FTU) campus and the people
here. so I came down.,,
GREEN, A muscular 6-foot
195-pounder, was recruited out
of Wright Junior College in
Chicago where his team compiled
a 66-4 record during his two year
stint.

DAVID GREEN

Dr. Henry Kennedy: not getting older, lust bett r
By DERRIE FROST
Specia I Writer

The older you are, the faster
you run.
FTU political science
professor, Dr. Henry Kennedy,
43, proved just that when he ran
the six mile Amateur Athletic
Union Cross Country race at
Gainesville, November 15, in
34: 38, and won the state
championship for his 40-45
year-old age group.
It was a repeat victory for the
personable department chairman,
who bettered his time over last
year's AAU meet by two minutes.
FIVE WEEKS ago, Kennedy
won the 10,000 meter race (6%
miles) in the Forest Fe~tival '~

''The Great Race" at Perry, 21h
minutes ahead of the nearest
competitor in his age group.
In the Intramural Cross
Country Championship on the
FTU campus Oct. 23, he
outdistanced 40 students when
he ran the 1.8 mile course in 8:51
- breaking the record of last
year's winning student.
Kennedy, who was born in
Scotland, began a life-long career
in running when he joined a
runner's club in Glasgow as a
teenager. During the '50's he ran
for Michigan State University and
in the process, won a dozen
national and collegiate titles. In
1956 he was a "shoo-in" for the
Olympics, but found himself a
man without~ country to r~n f~r. _

OLYMPIC RULES require a
contestant to be a citizen of the·
country he represents. Kennedy,
a British citizen could not,
therefore, represent the United
States, where he was still
classified a foreign student.
Neither could he represent
Canada, although he had
emigrated there after WWII and
won several Canadian
championships.
By Elie time the next Olympics
were held, he was eligible to run
as a U.S. citizen, but considered
himself "too old" to compete.
AGE DOESN'T bother
Kennedy now. In fact, -he thinks
it's an asset. His greatest
satisfaction in winning the sta_te
championship Saturda~ was not

Grapplers look for successful season

•

FTU's wrestlers enter their
fifth varsity season this week and
by all indications it figures to be
the most successful year yet for
Coach Gerald Gergley 's·grapplers.
"This is definitely the most
solid club since I've been here,"
maintained a confident Gergley,
who has guided the Knights since
the 1970-71 charter club edition.
"We have good depth among the
lighter weigh ts and barring
injuries in the heavier weights we
should be strong all the way
through the lineup." Gergley
regards his squad a "potential
Top 10 Division II" team.
PROBABLY THE strongest
spots on the squad are manned by
returning juniors Mike Wareing,
John Theders and Dave Alberts.
Theders, competing at his
heaviest ever weight of 158, is
wrestling his "best ever with a
better attitude," according ...to
fourth-year Assistant Coach John
Rouse. Theders was among the
leaders in team points last year
mainly as a 142-pounder.
Wareing, tied for team honors
in total points a year ago, is
scheduled for the 142-pound slot.
One of FTU's most consistent
performers the last two years he
was second in the '7 5 state
championships at 150 and third
in 7 4 at 142. He is a former
Virginia state high school champ.
Alberts who left school
br ie fl y after last fall's
competition has since married
and returned to Gergley s crew
appare ntly stronger than before.
One of the team 's most physically
powerful members, he is also
emerging as a team leader. Alberts
placed econd in the 74 state title
competion.
ophomore 167-pounder Ray
Barker earns the earl -season
playe r ran ki ng of
mos t
improved. Comming off kn ee
urger) he is tougher and
op ning up more in the word
of Gergley. Second-year man Al
LI
d is t he incumb e n t
190-p under while Pete Berkery
returns bigger and stronger after a

year's absence at heavyweight.
An imposing 6-foot-4, 260-pounder now Berkery will
the "strone:est-ever performer a~
heavyweight," said Rouse who is
himself a former FTU
heavyweight.
THE ONLY freshmen now in
the iineup are 134-pound Pete

Kantor from Ft. Lauderdale
Stranahan High and Rich
Dombrowski, a 150-pound New
Yorker.
Tonight the Knights take on
University of Tennessee at
Chattanooga, one of their top
rivals, and Saturday wind up the
road trip_against Georgia Tech in
AUan.ta~
·-

just that ne better d his tim ov r
last year's win but that he
bettered it after turning a y ar
older.
"There's a tremendous' ·n w
movement in athletics that's
proving the older you get the
better you get," Kennedy says.
"In fact, I'm the only man I know
who was dying to turn 40 so I
could enter th~ new master's
division races!"
tsetore he master's program
was initiated in 1971 to include
all age groups over 40, (recently
expanded to include an age range
of 30-90), runners were urged to
retire or "take it easy" with
advancing age. Even younger
runners were cautioned not to
push themselves too hard for fear
of burnin_g_themselves out.
"I WAS RUNNING 16 miles a
day at Michigan State," Kennedy
remembers. "When my coach
found out about it, he tried to get
me to ease up."
The notion that he could
"burn himself out" by somehow
exceeding his abilities, damaged
his competitive spirit, Kennedy
feels. "If you're worried about hurting yourself, you don't try as
hard," he says. "Now we know it
simply isn 't tr,µe . A normally
healthy individual can't get hurt
bv pushing himself to the limit."
Kennedy was teaching at FTU
when he turned 40 and became
eligible for his first master's
division race at the Atlantt
Classic in 1972. The idea of
runners from 40 to 60 and up
competing in national races was

One day, not too far distant,
Henry Ke nnedy knows that
someone over 40 is going to run a
four-minute mile. Meanwhile, a

coach of the FTU Track Club,
he's hoping to instill som or his
strong competitive spirit in the
FTU track team.
"They're improving with
every race," he says. "As th y get
old er, they're bound to ge t
better!"

"i>EE'S SANDWICH SHOP".

'
r-.,.,,.------------------,.
I ~ Secretarial Services I
JOHN THEDERS

II
II

DAVE ALBERTS

II
* Pickup and delivery *
II
I
422-3036
I
L____ 1ut!~L~~m~]~ ____ J
Professional ThesiS typing .
.

__ """"'....__

11. 1.m. • 11 p.m.

OPEi SIJIJ)IYS

273-1910 .

1cross trom~ Winn Pixie Union Park

Den't Get
Shocl<ed!!
WKEN YOU SEE
OUR SELECTION
OF GUl'f'ARS,
STRINGS AND
ACCESSORIES
GIBSON • EPIPHONE
W1rranty Stati
"GUITAR REPAIR

I .

MUSIC SHACK
eUTLEA ftLAZA

.. , . ANO HOW£LL. attANCH ROAO
CA E_LBEARY • U•t711
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CALENDAR
·o F -EVENTS
Dec. 5-11, 1975
EVENT

TIME

LOCATION

FRIDAY, DEC. 5
Choral Department
VC Favors
Lambda Chi Alpha
Baptist Campus Ministry
Alpha Phi Omega
VCBoard
"Paul and Michelle"

8 a.m.- 11 p.m.
10 a.m.- 11 a.m.
11 a.m.- 1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
1 p.m.- 3 p.m.
4 p.m.- 6 p.m.
8:30p.m.

Multipurpose
VC200
VCPatio
H&FA216
VC200
VC200
VCAR

SATURDAY, DEC. 6
Choral Department
Delta Sigma Theta
United Campus Ministry

8 a.m.- 11 p.m.
2 p.m.- 4 p.m.
4:30 p.m.- 5:30 p.m.

Multipurpose
Stud. Org. Lg.
Stud. Org. Lg.

STUDENT
60DERNMENT
BOOK
EXCHliN6E
BOOK SAL£
Booxs

se\ \

f OR MOR~

SUNDAY, DEC. 7
VC Public Relations
Delta Sigma Theta
Zeta Tau Alpha
TKE
TKE
Tyes
Pi Kappa Alpha
Alpha Chi Omega
"Paul and Michelle"

10 a.m.- 2 p.m.
4 p.m.- 5: 30 p.m.
5 p.m.-8:30 p.m.
6 p.m.- 8 p.m.
6 p.m.- 10 p.m.
6 p.m. -10 p.m.
6:30 p.m.-10 p.m.
7 p.m.- 10 p.m.
8:30p.m.

VCGreen
GCB102
GCB 114, llE
ENGR360
Multipurpose
Stud. Org. Lg.
GCB 216
VC211
VCAR

MONDA y, DEC. 8
I

Baptist Campus Ministry
Table Tennis Tournament
SG Book Exchange
Delta Sigma Phi
Baptist Campus Ministry
VC Cinema Committee
Pi Kappa Alpha Li'I Sisters
Tri Delta
Yoga Workshop
Alpha Phi Omega
VC Photo Class
Tyes
Alpha Chi Omega

9 a.m.- 10 a.m.
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
9 a.m.- 2:45 p.m.
11 a.m.- Noon
11 a.m.-Noon
2 p.m.- 3 p.m.
5 p.m.- 6 p.m.
5 p.m.-11 p.m.
6 p.m.~ 10 p.m.
6 p.m.- 10 p.m.
6 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
6: 30 p.m.-10 p.m.
8 p.m.- 10 p.m.

GCB 116
Multipurpose
VC211
VC200
GCB 221
VC200
VC211
GCB 114
LIB 211
VC200
VC212
VC211
Stud. Org. Lg.

TUESDAY, DEC. 9
Table Tennis Tournament
SG Book Exchange
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Ministry
Pi Kappa Alpha Li'l Sisters
SUS Housing
Alpha Tau Omega
IFC
Alpha Phi Omega
Panhellenic

9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
9 a.m.- 2:45 p.m.
9 a.m.- 10: 30 a.m.
9- a.m.- 10 a.m.
11 a.m.- Noon
1 p.m.- 2 p.m.
1 p.m.- 3 p.m.
2 p.m.- 3 p.m.
3 p.m.- 4 p.m.
4 p.m.- 7 p.m.
6:30 p.m.- 8p.m.

HELP WANTED
Multipurpose
VC211
VC200
H&FA208
ENGRllO
VC211
.
Knight Room
VC214
VC200
VC200
VC214

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 10
Table Tennis Tournament
SG Book Exchange
Baptist Campus Ministry
Baptist Campus Minis try
FTU Productions·
TKE
Tri Delta
Lambda Chi Alpha

9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
9 a.m.- 2:45 p.m.
10 a.m.- 11 a.m.
11 a.m.- Noon
Noon-lp.m.
5 p.m.-6:30 p.m.
6: 30 p.m.- 8: 30 p.m.
7 p.m.- 9 p.m.

Multipurpose
VC211
GCB 225
GCB 102
VC200
VC214
ENGR305
VC214

THURSDAY, DEC. 11
SG Book Exchange
Table Tennis Tournament
Baptist Campus Ministry
Fla. Engr. Society
Phi Chi Theta
Del ta Sigma Pi
Amateur Radio Club
Preprofessional Medical Soc.
Black Student Union
Village Players
International Student Org.

9 a.m.- 2:45 p.m.
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
11 a.m.-Noon
Noon- lp.m.
Noon-lp.m.
Noon-lp.m.
Noon-lp.m.
Noon-lp.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.
Noon-1 p.m.

SG Senate
Student Productions
Judicial Rules Committee
Political Science Union

Noon-2p.m.
7 p.m.- 9 p.m.
7 p.m.- 11 p.m.
9:~0 p.m.-11:30 p.m.

L------------..;._-----------------------

VC211
Multipurpose
ENGRllO
ENGR203
GCB 114, 116
GCB 103, llC
ENGR502
ENGR336
VC214
H&FA206
VC211,
LIB 243
ENGR360
VC200
VC214
Stud. Org. Lg.

Speech contest scheduled
The second annual Speech 101 Contest will be held Tuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 9 and 10.
The 530 students enrolled in Fundament.als of Oral Communication,
will select one represent.ative from each of the 18 class sections according
to Dr. Ed Wycoff, program coordinator.
THE STUDENTS will meet for preliminary runoffs Tuesday at noon in
ADMIN 111 and 112. Six finalists will be selected to compete in the final
contest Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.
Awards will go to the winners and the event is open to spectators on
both days.

Waiters for Maison & Jardin.
Banquet - little experience.
Dining room - Big$$, Experience
required. Call Mr. Beuret.
862-4410.
Job opening for 1 advanced
undergraduate or beginning
graduate student in computer
sciences. Part time, 20 hrs/wk
during classes and 40 hrs./wk.
during vacations and summer.
Qualifications: Experience
and/or educational background
in systems and applications
software maintenance for
medium and mini computers. If
interested, bring an outline of
your experience and a list of your
course work to Dr. David Abbott,
Adm. 138, Ext. 2216.
WANTED
Female to share studio apartment
with same. Call Kathy between
3:00 & 6:00. 275-7 442.
Riders wanted going to Alb New
Mexico for Christmas break.
Contact Brent or Alaina at Univ.
Villas Apts. Apt. F 22.
FOR SALE
1971 Lemans 350 white on green
hardtop. Excellent car in every
way. Brand new tires and battery.
Call Rich at 862-7091. $1900.
'75 VW Rabbit for sale. Call
evenings 678·1124.
House for sale, Casselberry. Three
bdrm. wall to wall carpet, central
air and heat. Fenced yard,
kitchen equipped. $23,000.
834-4949.
M71 Honda 350 SL, elec. start,
engine recently rebuilt, $425.
Call 365-3123.
'7 2 HONDA 450. In good
condition - recently rebuilt.
$425. Call 645-2714.

Upright pianos, many to choose
from, $85. to $275. Most
beautiful condition. Alexander,
Orlando .305-27 3-7220. We
deliver.
1971350 Honda. Great gas saving
buy. Excellent condition. Must
sell $450. or best offer. Call
273-6107.
Potter's kick wheel. Very good
condition. $200. Call after 5:00
at 365-5025.
Sanyo refrigerator cubic ft. 2.4,
ideal for apt., office or bar.
Dimensions· 31" x 161h" x 201h''.
Condition - new, price · $95.00.
Call 645-3531.
Canoe 161h ft. Mohawk with
paddles, cushions, and car-top
carrier. $120. Call Christie X2224
or 855-6403.
Heishi and Turquoise Jewelry. I

sell wholesale to stores · you can

FOR RENT
Home on pretty swimming lake,
21h miles N. of FTU on 520. 3
bdrm., 2 bath, central H/ A, extra
large room for office, large lot
with fenced back yard. Available
Jan., 1, $250. per month call
365-3648.

2 Non-Smoking males wanted to
share furnished 3 bdrm. home in
Azalea Park area, 15 minutes
from FTU. $75. for master bdrm.
W/ 1h bath or $65. for second
bdrm. Utilities and phone to be
divided equally. Steve 275-6296.

SLEEP IN SCOTT'S ARMS. Less
than one mile from main admin.
bldg. Quiet and well-maintained.
1 bdrm. furnished, $140 /mo.
11600 Mendel Dr. off Alafaya Tr.
275-7833 or 365-5585.

deal with me directly and buy
quality jewelry at 1h price. See
Brent at Univ. Villas, Apt. F 22
.:
before Dec. 12.

ATTRACTIVE FOR
ECOLOGIST. Large studio room
upstairs, seven windows
surrounded by trees. New family
Kenwood stereo amplifier, 32
size GE refrigerator, stove with
watts per channel at 8 ohms,
oven, wall-to-wall carpeting,
$150. University Villas, 3200
share bathroom. Heat includes
Alafaya Trail, Apartment A-6.
big electric fireplace, air
conditioning. Rent covers gas,
10 speed "Schwinn" bike for sale.
light, phone, parking in rear.
Slightly used. Excellent for
campus use or as a Christmas gift - $100 mo. or $25. wk. Cardinals &
squirrels from Lake Eola. 337
only $50. Call Bill at 275-3175.
Cathcart Ave., Orlando, Ph.
841·6089 evenings and
SERVICES
weekends.
Experienced typist especially
theses. IBM Selectric. Please call
Susie Weiss on campus 2389 or
67 8-3481 after 5: 30. Fast
PERSONAL
accurate service at reasonable
rates.
CONGRATS TRI DELTA
Typing · Extensive experience in
PLEDGES on the super see-saw
term papers, business letters &
marathon! Thanks Sigs for all the
theses. Fast and accurate.
help! Have a Merry Xmas & a
Reasonable rates. Phone
Happy New Year DDD Sisters!
834-1991.
Delta Love, The 'Phantom Pansy!
/

